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Abstract. We propose an interactional generalisation of structured exceptions
based on the session type discipline. Interactional exceptions allow communi-
cating peers to asynchronously and collaboratively escape from the middle of a
dialogue and reach another in a coordinated fashion, under an arbitrary nesting
of exceptions. New exception types guarantee communication safety and offer
a precise type-abstraction of advanced conversation patterns found in practice.
Protocols for coordinating normal and exceptional exit among asynchronously
running sessions are introduced. The liveness property established under these
protocols guarantees consistency of coordinated exception handling among com-
municating peers.

1 Introduction

Structured exceptions in modern programming languages such as Java and C] allow
a thread of control in a block (often designated as “try block”) to get transferred to
another block (exception handler, “catch block”), when a system or user raises an
event called exception. Their central merit is to enable a dynamic escape from a block
of code to another (like goto), but in a controlled and structured way (unlike goto).
They are useful not only for error-handling but more generally for a flexible control
flow while preserving well-structured description and type-safety.

This paper studies the new notion of structured exceptions for distributed, concur-
rent, asynchronously communicating programs based on session types [10, 17], moti-
vated by collaboration with industry partners in web services [19] and financial proto-
cols [14]. These two application domains contain a wealth of structured conversation
patterns arising from practical needs [11], and many of these patterns crucially rely
on dynamic escape: a conversation is interrupted by a special communication action,
after which all peers move to a different stage. Realising such conversation patterns
requires a consistent propagation of exception messages among concurrently commu-
nicating peers; an exception affects not only a sequential thread but also a collection of
parallel processes; and an escape needs to move into another dialogue in a concerted
manner. The distinguishing feature of these exceptions in comparison with their tradi-
tional counterpart is that they demand not only local but also coordinated actions among
communicating peers. We call such exceptions, interactional exceptions.

As a simple example of interactional exceptions, we present the following scenario,
coming from widely used financial protocols. Henceforth we assume a message passing
in a session is asynchronous, i.e. the completion of a sending action does not need a
handshake with its receiver, a standard assumption in financial messaging [1]. Suppose
Seller wishes to sell a product to Buyer.
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1. Seller repeats sending quotes of a product without waiting for an acknowledgement;
2. When Buyer replies with his interest in one of the quotes, the loop terminates and

Seller and Buyer move to another stage, for e.g. completion of the transaction.

This simple conversation pattern contains an asynchronous escape from one part of a
conversation to another. After one party aborts, the same thing should happen to the
other, both moving together to another part of the conversation.

As a second example, we continue the above scenario, extending to the situation
where Buyer and Seller negotiate the price of the product through Broker.

1. Buyer initiates a conversation (session) with Broker, in order to buy a product.
2. As a result, Broker initiates a conversation with Seller, and starts brokering between

Buyer and Seller, to reach a successful transaction.
3. If an exceptional circumstance arises between 1 and 2 (e.g. a legal issue), Buyer

or Broker will abort and they together move to an exception dialogue to quit the
transactions formally.

4. On the other hand, if there is an exceptional circumstance during 2, then there is an
exception dialogue involving all of Broker, Seller and Buyer.

Above, an exception handling at Broker is nested, whose later, or inner, exception han-
dling (4, involving all three parties) supersedes the earlier, or outer, one (3, involving
only Broker and Seller). As a conversation evolves, more communication peers may be
involved, making it necessary to coordinate more parties when an exception is raised.

To maintain the virtues of traditional structured exceptions, as well as those of the
existing session types discipline, we may as well demand the following three properties
for this generalised form of exceptions.

– flexibility: it should allow asynchronous escape at any desired point of a conversa-
tion, including nested exceptions;

– consistency: even under asynchrony, messages in a “default” conversation should
not get mixed up with those in an “exception” conversation, under arbitrary nesting;

– type safety: communications inside a session always take place linearly and with-
out communication mismatch, carrying out fundamental properties of foregoing
session type disciplines.

We address these requirements by extending session types with the following features:

1. Asynchronous exceptions where nested scopes are consistently handled by a meta-
level reduction and a stack discipline. A simple machinery, based on exception
levels, prevents mix-up of messages in normal and exception conversations.

2. An operational structure for coordinating exceptions including the protocols to
propagate exceptions, to handle normal and exceptional exit from a conversation,
and to coordinate entry into exception-handling conversations.

3. A type structure for interactional exceptions which minimally extends that of the
existing session types. They ensure communication safety and liveness, which to-
gether guarantee the consistency of the introduced operational structures.

The stipulated formal semantics of interactional exceptions is intended to suggest a
possible framework of implementation, as discussed in § 5. As far as we know, this
work is the first to present a consistent extension of the session types discipline to
interactional exceptions, backed up by its key formal properties.
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2 Session Calculus with Interactional Exceptions

Syntax. We introduce the syntax of processes using the π-calculus with session primi-
tives [10]. Let a, b range over service channels; s, r, t over session channels; x, y, z over
variables; and X, X′, . . . over term variables. We first introduce the syntax of processes
(P,Q,R, . . .) written by programmers.

P ::= ∗ c(λ)[P,Q] (service) | c(λ)[κ̃, P,Q] (request)

| κ?(x). P (input) | κ!〈e〉. P (output)

| κ . {li : Pi}i∈I (branch) | κ / l. P (select)

| P | Q (par) | if e then P else P (cond)

| 0 (inact) | (νa) P (resServ)

| X (termVar) | µX. P (recursion)

| throw (throw)
e ::= a | tt | ff | e and e | ¬e | . . . c ::= a | x κ, λ ::= sp

Session channel sp is a polarised channel [8] where variable p ranges over polarities
{+,−}. We define the dual of a polarised channel sp as s+ = s− and s− = s+.

A service ∗a(λ)[P,Q], named a, is a replicated process where P is the default pro-
cess and Q is the exception handler. By replication a service is always available (follow-
ing Service Channel Principle (SCP): “services should always be available in multiple
copies” [6], like services at URLs). When ∗a(λ)[P,Q] is requested for a session via a
shared name a, a fresh session channel is established, and through this channel P is
engaged in a series of communication actions, possibly followed by Q if an exception
takes place. A request c(λ)[κ̃, P,Q] interacts with a service via c and establishes a fresh
session λ, with its default process P and handler Q. The channels κ̃ are the already es-
tablished sessions with which the handler Q gets associated with, thus allowing nesting
of exceptions. We also let λ itself be included in κ̃, which is convenient for typing. We
call c(λ)[κ̃, P,Q] a refinement of each κi for κi ∈ {κ̃} \ {λ}, since its handler Q refines the
handlers of the previous sessions enabling nested exceptions. throw is a process which
is about to throw an exception. All other constructs are from [6, 10].

Free/bound (term) variables/channels and α-equivalence are standard. fsc(P), fn(P)
and fv(P) respectively denote the sets of free session channels, service channels, and
variables in P. We call program a process which does not contain free variables or free
session channels. We often omit the tailing 0.

For having consistent operational semantics, we stipulate the following syntactic
constraints: (i) recursions should be guarded, i.e. P in µX. P is prefixed by an input/out-
put/branch/select/conditional; (ii) a service can never occur under an input/output/recur-
sion prefix nor inside a default process or a handler thus protecting the availability of
services from exceptions; and (iii) in c(λ)[κ̃, P,Q], a free term variable never occurs in
P or Q and, for each c′(λ′)[κ̃′, P′,Q′] occurring in P, we have κi ∈ κ̃

′ if and only if
κ̃ ⊆ κ̃′ (for consistent exception propagation). Further, such a refinement never occurs
inside a handler (otherwise we have ambiguity when launching a handler).

In the present paper we also stipulate that throw never occurs inside a handler. This
prevents a handler from throwing a further exception in the same session. We do not
consider such “cascading exceptions” (which is another kind of nested exceptions) for
the sake of simpler presentation: their treatment is discussed in §5.
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Example 1 (Asynchronous Escape) We can write the first example in § 1 as:

Buyer = chSeller(s+)[ s+, Seller = ∗chSeller(s−)[

µX. s+?(y). if ok(y) throw else X, µX. s−!〈quote〉. X ,

s+!〈card〉. s+?(z) ] s−?(y2). s−!〈time〉 ]

Buyer keeps on reading messages on s+ until condition ok(y) is met and then it throws
an exception. Seller, instead, is in an infinite loop where it persistently sends a quote
over channel s− (we assume quote changes over time). When the exception is raised
the handlers are run: Buyer will send the credit card details card and Seller will ac-
knowledge on channel s− with the current time.

Example 2 (Nested Escapes) The second example given in the introduction, can be
represented in our calculus as (Seller is unchanged from Example 1):

Buyer= chBroker(t+)[ t+, Broker= ∗chBroker(t−)[ t−,

t+!〈id〉. t−?(x). if bad(x) then throw else

chSeller(s+)[ (s+, t−),

µX. t+?(y). if ok(y) throw else X, µX. s+?(x). t−!〈x + 10%〉. X,

t− / l1. t−?(y2). s+!〈y2〉.

t+ . { l1 : t+!〈card〉. t+?(z), s+?(y3). t−!〈y3〉 ],

l2 : Pabort} ] t− / l2. Rabort ]

Buyer first sends its identity id and then Broker throws an exception or proceeds by
invoking Seller based on bad(id). In the first case, process t− / l2. Rabort in the out-
ermost handler selects the l2 branch on Buyer’s handler and proceeds with abortion
(conversation between Pabort and Rabort). In the other case, Seller is invoked and the
protocol proceeds as in Example 1 with Broker forwarding messages and increasing
quotes by 10%. When Buyer decides to accept a quote, the innermost handler is run by
Broker which selects the l1 conversation in Buyer’s handler and forwards the exception
to Seller. Then Broker forwards messages, successfully completing the transaction.

Semantics. We augment the semantics of asynchronous sessions [4, 9, 12] with excep-
tion handling (i.e. shutting down a default process and launching the corresponding han-
dler) and exception propagation (informing session peers of an exception occurrence,
realised by propagation of the special exception message †). Further we ensure that
processes always carry out their conversation at properly matching levels (for example
when a default process sends a message, a receiving peer may throw an exception be-
fore the message arrives, making it no longer relevant), by annotating message queues,
hence in effect messages in them, with exception levels.

We use the following runtime processes [4, 9, 12] to define the operational seman-
tics, extending the grammar of programs.

P ::= . . . | (νs) P (resSess) | κ ↪→φ κ : L (queue)

| try{ P } catch { κ̃ : Q } (try-catch) | κ̃{[P]} (wrap)

L ::= ε | h :: L h ::= l | a | tt | ff | †
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Free variables and channels are extended to run-time processes. Session restriction
(νs) P is standard. For formalising order-preserving asynchronous message passing, we
use a directed message queue κ ↪→φ κ : L [4, 9], where κ (source) and κ (target) are two
dual endpoint session channels. φ ranges over natural numbers, describing the level of
the exception at which messages in the queue are to be received, relative to the current
position of the queue (we do not need to consider the level of a sender, since this level
is recorded by the number of the exception messages † inside a queue). We often write
κ ↪→ κ : L for κ ↪→0 κ : L. The list L :: h is obtained by extending L with an extra tail
element h. The try-catch block try{ P } catch { κ̃ : Q } is the runtime presentation of a
default process and a handler: the default process P in the try-block is running during
which an exception on channels κ̃ can be thrown, which terminates P and launches the
handler Q in the catch-block. When this Q is launched, it becomes a wrapped process or
a wrap, κ̃{[Q]}, making Q immune to an exception notification at the same or upper levels
(note such notifications can come due to asynchrony). The transition from a try-catch
to a wrap is realised by the meta reduction.

Meta Reduction. The meta reduction (1) erases the remaining activity of the default
process in the try-block; (2) propagates exceptions to the try-catch blocks inside the try-
block; and (3) leaves wrapped processes as they are. In traditional structured exceptions
as found in Java or C++, an exception completely erases the try-block and lets the
handler run in the same state. In our calculus, concurrently running threads inside a try-
block may have conversations (sessions) with other agents. Erasing them would make
conversations inconsistent, thus an exception is thrown in each of them.

The meta reduction is written P u (P′, S ), where the initial process P is trans-
formed into process P′, the result of erasing and wrapping; and S denotes session chan-
nels via which we should communicate that the exception takes place including the ones
of nested try-catch blocks. The rules are defined as follows

(MT) Pu (P′, S ) ⇒ try{ P } catch { κ̃ : Q }u
{

(P′, S ) if κ̃ ⊆ S
(κ̃{[Q]} | P′, S ∪ κ̃) otherwise

(MW) κ̃{[Q]} u (κ̃{[Q]}, ∅)

(MP) P u (P′, S 1) and Q u (Q′, S 2) ⇒ P | Q u (P′ | Q′, S 1 ∪ S 2)

(MN) R u (0, ∅) if R ∈
{

(inact),(request), (input), (output), (branch),
(select), (cond), (recursion), (throw)

}
(MT) propagates the exception to a nested try-catch block. If the try-block meta

reduces to some P′ with some set S then try{ P } catch { κ̃ : Q } will reduce either to (i)
P′ itself or to (ii) the parallel composition of P′ and κ̃{[Q]}with the new set S∪κ̃ ensuring
that also channels κ̃ will be notified with an exception. Case (i) discards handler Q when
another handler for κ̃ is already in P while case (ii) happens when there is no refinement
of κ̃ in P. The mechanism is sound because of the assumption that κi are always refined
together (cf. syntax). Note that, if the try-block is single-threaded, the meta reduction
mechanism is identical to the one of standard exception handling.

Reduction. We now introduce the main reduction rules. Due to the nesting of wraps
and try-catch blocks, the reduction is defined using the following reduction context:

C ::= try{C } catch { κ̃ : Q } | P | C | κ̃{[C]} | (νs) C | (νa) C | −
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Table 1 Reduction Semantics

(I) ∗a(s−)[P,Q] | C[a(s+)[κ̃, P′,Q′]] −→

∗a(s−)[P,Q] | (νs)
(

try{ P } catch { s− : Q } |

C[try{ P′ } catch { κ̃ : Q′ }] |
s− ↪→0 s+ : ε |
s+ ↪→0 s− : ε

)
(O) κ!〈e〉. P | κ ↪→φ κ : L −→ P | κ ↪→φ κ : (v :: L) (e ↓ v)

(I) κ?(x). P | κ ↪→0 κ : (L :: v) −→ P{v/x} | κ ↪→0 κ : L

(S) κ / l. P | κ ↪→φ κ : L −→ P | κ ↪→φ κ : (l :: L)

(B) κ . {li : Pi}i∈I | κ ↪→0 κ : (L :: l j) −→ P j | κ ↪→0 κ : L ( j ∈ I)

(C) P −→ Q ⇒ C[P] −→ C[Q]

(I) if e then P else Q −→ P (e ↓ tt) if e then P else Q −→ Q (e ↓ ff)

(S) P ≡ P′ and P′ −→ Q′ and Q′ ≡ Q ⇒ P −→ Q

(T) try{ P } catch { κ̃ : Q }u (R, S ) ⇒

try{ throw | P } catch { κ̃ : Q } | Πκ∈S κ ↪→φκ κ : Lκ −→ R | Πκ∈S κ ↪→φκ κ : († :: Lκ)

(RT) try{ P } catch { κ̃ : Q }u (R, S ) ⇒

try{ P } catch { κ̃ : Q } | κ j ↪→0 κ j : (L :: †) | Πκ∈S κ ↪→φκ κ : Lκ
−→ R | κ j ↪→1 κ j : L | Πκ∈S κ ↪→φκ κ : († :: Lκ)

(WV) κ̃{[Q]} | κi ↪→0 κi : (L :: v) −→ κ̃{[Q]} | κi ↪→0 κi : L

(WT) κ̃{[Q]} | κi ↪→0 κi : (L :: †) −→ κ̃{[Q]} | κi ↪→1 κi : L

(C) Pu (R, S ), (λ ∈ κ̃, † ∈ L) ⇒
try{ P | λ ↪→φ λ : L } catch { κ̃ : Q̃ } | Πκ∈S κ ↪→φκ κ : Lκ

−→ R | λ ↪→φ λ : L | Πκ∈S κ ↪→φκ κ : († :: Lκ)

The reduction −→ is the smallest relation generated by the rules in Table 1. (I) gives
the semantics of session initiation, generating two fresh dual session channels, the as-
sociated two empty queues (ε denotes the empty string) and the two try-catch blocks
try{ P } catch { s− : Q } and try{ P′ } catch { κ̃ : Q′ }. Note that ∗a(s−)[P,Q] is not in a
context. This is because we have assumed that services never appear nested in a try- or
a catch-block as we do not want them to be terminated (following SCP).

(O) and (S) enqueue, respectively, a value and a label at the head of the queue
for κ. Symmetrically, (I) and (B) dequeue from the tail of the queue. The exception
level in the latter two rules is 0, indicating the level of an actual receiver. The exception
level of a queue ensures that a message is sent and received at the same level, guarantee-
ing consistency of communication. This depends on the invariance that the sum of the
level of the queue and the number of †’s in the queue before a specific message, deter-
mines the depth (the number of wraps) at which the message enqueueing is performed.
In (O,I), e ↓ v says that expression e evaluates to value v. (C,S) are standard.

(T) and (RT) represent the firing of an exception. (T) is when throw appears
top-level in the try-block, i.e. exception is thrown locally; while (RT) is when a re-
mote exception is received as † in the queue. Eventually, all peers will be notified of the
exception by sending † via channels in S generated from P as well as κ̃. An alternative
semantics prioritises † [2].
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Rule (WV) describes the case when messages at the default level meet a wrapped
process and are drained into a sink (i.e. get dequeued but ignored). In (WT), † meets
a wrap and the exception level of the queue is incremented, allowing the queue to enter
the wrap. In (C), † in the queue reveals the presence of a refinement in P which has
now become a wrap due to a local throw. Meta reduction propagates the exception to
each parallel process in P and the try-catch block is discarded.

This last step is formally defined by the structural congruence ≡ which plays a
key role in treating exceptions and, in particular, moving queues while maintaining
their exception levels. ≡ is the least congruence relation on processes such that ( P, | )
is a commutative monoid and includes the standard rules for restriction (such as scope
extrusion) and recursion. In addition, it has the following rules:

a) try{ P | λ ↪→φ λ : L } catch { κ̃ : Q } ≡ try{ P } catch { κ̃ : Q } | λ ↪→φ λ : L (λ ∈ κ̃ ⇒ † < L)

b) κ̃{[P | λ ↪→φ λ : L]} ≡ κ̃{[P]} | λ ↪→φ λ : L (λ < κ̃)

c) κ̃{[P]} | κi ↪→φ κi : L ≡ κ̃{[P | κi ↪→φ−1 κi : L]}

d) try{ (νa) P } catch { κ̃ : Q } ≡ (νa) try{ P } catch { κ̃ : Q } (a < fn(Q))

e) κ̃{[(νa) P]} ≡ (νa) κ̃{[P]}

The first and second rules allow a queue to move into a try-catch block and a wrap
respectively. The third rule is applicable when the receiving side of the queue is in κ̃:
when entering the wrap, φ is decreased so that the process inside the wrap can read the
value if the level after the decrement is 0. The last two rules open the scope.

To illustrate how queue levels work, we consider the following process:

P = try{ throw | κ!〈5〉 } catch { κ : κ!〈tt〉 } | κ ↪→0 κ : ε |
try{ throw | κ?(x) } catch { κ : κ?(x) } | κ ↪→0 κ : ε

Process P can reduce to P′ = κ{[0]} | κ{[0]} | κ ↪→0 κ : ε | κ ↪→0 κ : ε in different ways.

P −→≡ κ{[κ!〈tt〉]} | κ ↪→0 κ : † | try{ throw | κ?(x) } catch { κ : κ?(x) } | κ ↪→0 κ : ε
−→≡ κ{[0]} | κ ↪→0 κ : (tt :: †) | try{ throw | κ?(x) } catch { κ : κ?(x) } | κ ↪→0 κ : ε
−→≡ κ{[0]} | κ ↪→1 κ : tt | κ{[κ?(x)]} | κ ↪→0 κ : †
−→≡ κ{[0]} | κ ↪→1 κ : ε | κ ↪→1 κ : tt | κ{[κ?(x)]} −→≡ P′

In this case, an exception and then tt are sent over κ. Finally the exception is delivered
to κ before delivering tt. But we can also have:

P −→−→≡ try{ throw } catch { κ : κ!〈tt〉 } | κ ↪→0 κ : 5 | κ{[κ?(x)]} | κ ↪→0 κ : †
−→≡ κ{[κ!〈tt〉]} | κ ↪→0 κ : († :: 5) | κ{[κ?(x)]} | κ ↪→1 κ : ε −→−→−→≡ P′

Above, 5 is sent over κ and an exception is thrown on κ. In this situation, the system
will ignore 5 (discarded by (WV)), and deliver tt inside the wrap.

The following example shows how refinement of an existing exception is handled:

R = try{ try{ throw } catch { (κ, λ) : Q1 } } catch { κ : Q2 } | κ ↪→0 κ : † | κ ↪→0 κ : L

Process R either throws an exception in the inner try-catch block (by (T)) or receives
a remote exception (by (RT)). By applying (T), (C) and (WT) in the first
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case or by (RT) in the second case, we have (omitting some queues):

R −→≡ try{ (κ, λ){[Q1]} | κ ↪→0 κ : † :: L } catch { κ : Q2 } | κ ↪→0 κ : † −→

(κ, λ){[Q1]} | κ ↪→0 κ : † :: L | κ ↪→0 κ : † −→ (κ, λ){[Q1]} | κ ↪→0 κ : † :: L | κ ↪→1 κ : ε

3 Typing Interactional Exceptions

This section introduces a type discipline for sessions with interactional exceptions. In
comparison with the standard session types, the central difference is the shape of a type
itself, which now consists of the abstraction of the default behaviour (the “try” part)
and that of the handler behaviour (the “catch” part). This simple extension, combined
with the use of levels, allows to establish subject reduction, guaranteeing that messages
are always delivered at proper levels at proper timings in the presence of nested asyn-
chronous escapes, testifying consistency of the operational semantics introduced in §2.
Type Syntax. The grammar of types extends the standard session types:

α, β ::= ↓ (θ). α | ↑ (θ). α | ⊕ {li : αi}i∈I | &{li : αi}i∈I | α{[β]} | end | µt. α | t
θ ::= 〈α{[β]}〉 | bool | . . .

α and θ are respectively called session types and service types. The grammar follows
the standard session types [10, 17], except for try-catch type α{[β]}, the abstraction of
a try-catch block: in α{[β]}, α denotes the type of the try-block and β the catch block.
A session type α is plain if it does not use a try-catch type (except in a service type it
carries). From now on in α{[β]}, we stipulate α and β are both plain. This is because a
try-catch on κ cannot occur nested in a try- or catch-block of λ if κ = λ.

The dual of α is written α. The dual of the try-catch type is defined as α{[β]} = α{[β]}:
the other cases are standard [10]. For example, by exchanging input and output, the dual
of ↓ (string).end{[↑ (bool).end]} is ↑ (string).end{[↓ (bool).end]}.
Environments. Typing judgements for processes and expressions have the forms Γ `
P . ∆ and Γ ` e : θ respectively where Γ is a service typing, which typically maps
service channels to service types and ∆ is a session typing which typically maps session
channels to session types. For (n ∈ {0, 1} and ρ ∈ {p, u}), typings are defined as

(Session Typing) ∆ ::= ∅ | ∆, κ :nρα | ∆, (κ, κ) :α | ∆, (κ, κ) :⊥

(Service Typing) Γ ::= ∅ | Γ, c : 〈α{[β]}〉 | c :bool | Γ, X :∆

In session typings, κ :nρ α says that: at a polarised session channel κ, there is a session
of type α. The natural number n is equal to 1 if there is a wrap on κ, 0 otherwise. A
session channel with respect to its type is unprotected if ρ = u (no try-catch nor wrap
on κ occurs) and protected if ρ = p (there is a try-catch or a wrap on κ). This is needed
in the try-catch and wrap typing as well as in the merging with the queue types (κ, κ) :α
and (κ, κ) :⊥ used for typing a queue from κ to κ (the type of a queue is composed with
the type of a process in which case the queue’s type becomes ⊥).

In the service typing, c either has type α{[β]} (a service using a session channel with
default behaviour of type α and with a handler of type β) or an atomic type such as
bool. Typing X : ∆ is used for recursion as in [6].
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Typing System for Programs. We show the typing system by which the programmer
can check whether her program is error free or not, especially w.r.t. its exception usage.
The following are the selected typing rules:

(TR)

Γ ` P .
∏

i κi :0
u αi{[βi]}

Γ′ ` Q .
∏

i κi :0
u βi s+ = κ j

Γ ` c : 〈α j{[β j]}〉 Γ′ ⊆ Γ, fv(Γ′) = ∅

Γ ` c(s+)[κ̃, P,Q] .
∏

i, j κi :0
u αi{[βi]}

(TS)

Γ ` P . s− :0
u α{[β]}

Γ ` Q . s− :0
u β fv(Γ) = ∅

Γ, a : 〈α{[β]}〉 ` ∗a(s−)[P,Q] B ∅

(TT)
fv(Γ) = ∅

Γ ` throw .
∏

i κi :0
u αi

(TP)
Γ ` Pi . ∆i (i = 1, 2) ∆1 � ∆2

Γ ` P1 | P2 . ∆1 � ∆2

Other than the rules for the exception constructs, all rules are identical to [21], aug-
mented with annotation of exception levels.

(TR) types a request on service channel c whose type, according to Γ, is α j{[β j]}.
Condition s+ = κ j makes sure that the fresh name s+ will also be in the try-catch after
reduction. Session s+ has type α j{[β j]}, the dual of c’s type. This rule checks that each κi

in Q (exception handler) has type βi whereas in P it has type αi{[βi]} where each βi may
come from a refinement of κi in P. Finally, Γ′ is a subset of Γ without free variables
for service channels (otherwise the queue stores open terms at run-time). In (TS),
because of SCP in § 2, services should never be prefixed therefore the only visible (free)
session in P and Q should be s−. Throwing an exception interrupts any conversation,
thus (TT) allows to type throw with any κ : α (unprotected). (TP) requires the
coherence relation � and the partial operator � based on duality [10, 17]. When typing
programs, the operator becomes just a set union. We shall extend it for types of queues
in the next subsection. The rules for communication are standard.
Typing System for Run-Time Processes. The rules for typing run-time processes,
which are necessary for type soundness, include, among others:

(TE)

Γ ` P . ∆ ·
∏

j λ j :n j
p α′j ·

∏
i κi :mi

ρ αi{[βi]}
Γ′ ` Q B

∏
i κi :0

u βi queue(∆) Γ′ ⊆ Γ, fv(Γ′) = ∅

Γ ` try{ P } catch { κ̃ : Q } . ∆ ·
∏

j λ j :n j
p α′j ·

∏
i κi :mi

p αi{[βi]}

(TW)
Γ ` Q B ∆ ·

∏
i λi :ni

p α′i ·
∏

i κi :0
u βi queue(∆)

Γ ` κ̃{[Q]} . ∆ ·
∏

i λi :ni
p α′i ·

∏
i κi :1

p αi{[βi]}

(TE) is a key rule, associating the type α{[β]} to the try-catch block, ensuring
each κi is used as αi{[βi]} in P (βi may come from a refinement in P) and as βi in
Q. The premise makes sure that each λ j < κ̃ is protected in a try-catch block or a
wrap in P. Without this condition, we may end up with unprotected code that could
be brutally removed by an exception, violating the session duality. For example, in
try{ λ!〈v〉. R } catch { κ : Q } | λ?(x). R | P, if an exception is thrown by P over κ,
the output λ!〈v〉. R would be lost leaving the input λ?(x). R alone violating duality.
The predicate queue(∆) checks that ∆ contains queue types only. No condition on mi is
required since in P, each κi can be either unprotected (no wraps nor try-catch blocks on
κi) or protected (because of a refinement, κi occurs in a try-catch block or in a wrap).
Finally, in order to record that now we have the try-catch block on κi, we force the tag
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ρ to become p, i.e. protected. Note that, since Q is a program, we do not need to check
that fv(Γ) = ∅.

(TW) types a wrap over a process Q. All the κi that have type βi will have new
type αi{[βi]} so to form the correct dual for the other side of the session in the case the
exception has not been yet received there. The new type will make sure that each κi is
protected. We set n to 1 in order to remember an existence of a wrap. As queues contain
only an output or a select, queue types will only have output or selection types [12].

We conclude with the definition of � and � using the treatment of queue types from
[12]. We say ∆1 and ∆2 are compatible, written ∆1 � ∆2, if and only if (i) dom(∆1) ∩
dom(∆2) = ∅; (ii) κ :nρ α, (κ, κ) :⊥, κ :mρ′ β, (κ, κ) :⊥∈ ∆1 ∪ ∆2 implies α = β; (iii) κ :nρ α,
(κ, κ) : α′, κ :mρ′ β, (κ, κ) : β′ ∈ ∆1 ∪ ∆2 implies merge(α′, α, n) = merge(β′, β,m); and
(iv) κ :nρ α, (κ, κ) :⊥, κ :mρ′ β, (κ, κ) : β′ ∈ ∆1 ∪ ∆2 implies α = merge(β′, β,m). The
operation merge(α′, α{[β]}, n) merges a session type with the type of the queue w.r.t. the
level n i.e. it merges α′ with α if n = 0 and it merges α′ with β if n = 1. The operation
∆1 � ∆2 (defined if ∆1 � ∆2) is such that if κ :nρ β and (κ, κ) : α are in ∆1 ∪ ∆2 then
κ :nρ: merge(α, β, n), (κ, κ) :⊥∈ ∆1 � ∆2 (⊥ keeps track that the corresponding queue
exists). The other elements in ∆1 � ∆2 are the same as in ∆1 ∪ ∆2.

The processes in Examples 1/2 are typable: channel chSeller in both examples has
type µt. ↑ (int). t{[↓ (int). ↑ (time)]}. In Example 2, channel chBroker has type
(↓ (int). µt. ↑ (int). t){[⊕{l1 :↓ (int). ↑ (time), l2 : α}]} for some α.

In the following Theorem, −→∗ denotes the reflexive and transitive closure of −→.

Theorem 1 (Subject Reduction). Let P be a program such that Γ ` P . ∅. If P −→∗ Q
then Γ ` Q . ∅.

As a corollary, the typing system also satisfies type safety and communication safety
including communication-error freedom and linearity [12, Theorem 5.5].

4 Liveness

The previous section establishes a basic consistency of dynamics of typed processes via
subject reduction. This section strengthens this result with a liveness property, which
intuitively says that all compensating session channels eventually get fired (except those
which are “erased” by thrown exceptions in which case the compensating actions both
disappear). Along the way we also show relative termination of individual protocols
for exceptions and their partial confluence vis-a-vis ordinary communications, two key
consistency criteria for the proposed operational mechanism.
A Termination Protocol. We first augment the operational semantics in §2 with yet
another protocol, called termination protocol, which in fact is an intrinsic part of the
dynamics of exceptions. As an example, suppose there are two (and only two) pro-
cesses in a configuration, which are try-catch blocks and which are communicating in
a session. If each party’s default process becomes the inaction process, it is natural to
reduce each try-catch block to the inaction, freeing up the resources for its handler. This
“garbage collection” is essential when we consider integration of interactional excep-
tion into the standard imperative programming languages with sequential composition
since in this case launching Q depends on whether P reduces to the inaction or not.
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We call a termination of a try-block in this form, normal exit. In interactional excep-
tions, a normal exit of a try-catch block demands an agreement of all peers: even if one
try-block has terminated, if any of its communicating peers throws an exception, it also
has to throw one, hence synchronising among all peers is essential for consistency. The
termination protocol we introduce below makes the most of the tree structure associated
with hierarchy of service invocation, leading to relatively efficient execution in terms of
the number of messages. The protocol consists of two stages:
(Stage 1: Voting) Each try-catch block notifies its caller in the caller-callee relation
of services by sending its vote of termination after itself terminating and receiving the
same news from its callees.
(Stage 2: Decision) When the initial caller hears this, it in turn lets the news flow down
to all of its callees, upon whose receipt the try-catch blocks can normally terminate.
Above, callees and callers refer to the service invocation mechanism. We formalise this
protocol by extending the reduction relation. First, we augment polarities of channels in
try-catch blocks with {⊕,	}, replacing +,− for Stage 2 (indicating the casting of votes).
We also use two special messages, {V,D} standing for Voting and Decision.

(C)
try{? } catch { s′−; t̃⊕; s+; r̃+ : Q̃ } | s− ↪→φ s+ : V →

try{? } catch { s′−; t̃⊕; s⊕; r̃+ : Q̃ } | s− ↪→φ s+ : ε
(V) try{? } catch { s−; t̃⊕ : Q̃ } | s− ↪→φ s+ : ε → try{? } catch { s	; t̃⊕ : Q̃ } | s− ↪→φ s+ : V
(R) try{? } catch { s̃⊕ : Q̃ } |

∏
i s+

i ↪→φ s−i : ε → ? |
∏

i s+
i ↪→φ s−i : D

(D)
try{? } catch { s	; t̃⊕ : Q̃ } | s+ ↪→φ s− : D |

∏
i t+

i ↪→φ t−i : ε →

? | s+ ↪→φ s− : ε |
∏

i t+
i ↪→φ t−i : D

where ? ::= 0 | ? |? | κ̃{[?]}. Briefly, (C) collects the votes from the callees;
(V) sends a vote to the caller once all the callees have voted; (R) is for the initial
caller which terminates once all its callees have voted; and (D) terminates once the
caller has terminated. The rules only make sense for well-typed processes as we shall
show later. We write P →term P′ for a reduction generated from the above rules. As an
example, consider the following processes:

try{ 0 } catch { s−; t+; r+ : Q1 } | try{ 0 } catch { s+ : Q2 } (1)

try{ 0 } catch { t− : Q3 } | try{ 0 } catch { r− : Q4 } (2)

By (V) the two processes in (2) will put V in the queues with writing side r+ and
t+ respectively. Applying (C) twice, the right-hand process in (1) will reach the state
try{ 0 } catch { s−; t⊕; r⊕ : Q2 }. Again, by (V), it will send V to the parent. Finally,
by (R) and then (D) it will reduce to process 0.

Note that for the exit protocol to work, the caller-callee relation must have a tree
structure where the root is the initial service invoker and leaves are a collection of
interacting processes. We shall explore this topic further in the next subsection.
Normal and Exceptional Exits. We first show that the above protocol always leads
to a normal exit. For this purpose, we need to identify the set of nodes that form the
caller-callee relation in a given process.

Definition 2 (Node). R is a node process of P whenever P ≡ (νs̃) (Q | R), R is
restriction/queue/service-free, and R does not have the form ? or R′ | R′′. If fsc(R) , ∅
then fsc(R) is called a node of P.
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A node process of P is a subprocess of P which is not the parallel composition of two
other processes and contains no restriction, queue, service or is composed by zero or
more wraps over process 0. Then a node is the set of free session channels (only if
non-empty) of a node process. Using the processes (1) and (2) given above, the process
(1) | (2) has four nodes: s+, (s−, t+, r+), t− and r−. Process try{ κ!〈v〉. 0 } catch { κ : Q }
has a unique node κ while try{ κ!〈v〉. 0 } catch { κ : Q } | λ?(x) also has λ. The caller-
callee structure of a process is identified by the directed edges of the following graph.

Definition 3 (Invocation Graph). Let G be the set of nodes of a process P. Then the
invocation graph of P is the directed graph G = (G, E) where (κ̃, λ̃) ∈ E if and only
if κi ∈ {s+, s⊕} and λ j ∈ {s−, s	} for some s, i, j. An invocation tree in P is a maximal
subtree in the invocation graph.

The invocation graph of process (1) | (2) is a graph with one edge from s+ to (s−, t+, r+),
one from (s−, t+, r+) to t− and one from (s−, t+, r+) to r−. Recall the definition of pro-
grams given in § 2.1. If we reduce a typed program by zero or more steps then the
invocation graph of the resulting process always forms a forest.

Lemma 4 (Evolution). Let P be a typable program. If P →∗ R then R’s invocation
graph G(R) is a forest.

An invocation tree in P is in the pretermination state if each of its try-blocks have the
form ?. From the Evolution Lemma, it follows that once an invocation tree reaches a
pretermination state then all of its nodes will eventually vanish (see [2] for details).

Theorem 5 (Normal Exit). Let P0 be typable program and P0 →
∗ P such that P has

an invocation tree T in the pretermination state. Then whenever P →∗ P′ there is Q
such that P′ →∗term Q where Q does not contain any active nodes from T.

The result above can actually be made stronger. For instance, in try{ try{ 0 } catch { λ :
Q1 } } catch { κ : Q2 }, we do not have a pretermination state as the outer try-block
contains a try-catch block. Nevertheless, the normal exit is guaranteed as when the
inner block and the subtree connected to λ terminate, the outer catch block can proceed.

A try-catch block can also exit due to an exception which will be propagated through
the invocation graph. We write P →ex P′ if this is generated from (RT) and we say
that κ is in preexception if it is the channel for a try-block which moreover contains an
active throw.

Theorem 6 (Exception Exit). Let P0 be a typable program and P0 →
∗ P such that P

has an invocation tree T. Suppose κ̃ is in a node of T which is in preexception for some
κi. Then P→∗ P′ implies P′ →∗ex R for some R.

Liveness. We can use the Evolution Lemma to obtain a strong form of liveness for
well-typed processes in the presence of asynchronous exceptions. We first define:

Definition 7. We say P is stable if P is the parallel composition of zero or more ?
processes and zero or more empty queues, possibly under ν-restrictions. We say P has
all resources if a ∈ fn(P) implies P ≡ (νũ) (∗a(λ)[Q1,Q2] | R), i.e. all output channels
are compensated by replicated inputs.
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We can finally state that a well-typed program either continues to reduce forever or
reaches a state which does not contain active prefixes (except replicated services), try-
catch blocks, throws nor messages in transit.

Theorem 8 (Liveness). Suppose P is a typable program and has all resources. Then
P→∗ Q implies either Q is stable or Q→ Q′ for some Q′.

In particular, if there are two compensating actions in a session at the same exception
level, then these two will eventually interact, attesting the consistency of exception
protocols. Practically, observing that SCP (the key reason the result holds) is widely
found in e.g. services in the world wide web, the result says that if a conversation ever
gets stuck in such an environment, it may as well be for non-interactional reasons (such
as deadlock over shared resources at the servers).

5 Related Work and Conclusion

Related Work. In concurrent programming of distributed objects, exception handling is
investigated in [20] where an algorithm to resolve multiple kinds of exceptions (which
form a linear order) among concurrently running objects is proposed. Asynchronous ex-
ceptions among concurrent threads and their interplay with states in Haskell is studied
in [16]. Motivated by subtle race conditions for mutual states, they formalise and imple-
ment blocking constructs to postpone asynchronous exceptions. The key idea is to relax
the exception mask through the use of interruptable operations, to balance asynchrony
and state consistency. [3] introduces a model for long-running transactions which treats
failures by restoring the initial state and firing a compensation process. The calculus
for web services called COWS [15] provides an operation to kill processes except those
protected by wraps similar to our exception mechanism. CaSPiS [5], a session-based
process calculus, is equipped with an operator for session closures. Our termination
protocol, instead, is run whenever a try-block contains an inactive process, ensuring
liveness. [18] introduces a calculus for web services by extending the π-calculus with
service and request primitives and local exceptions, without asynchronous queues. An
interesting idea is context, a named tree-like structure where a process is located. They
do not have an explicit notion of session type. Their exceptions are the traditional local
exceptions, without supporting propagation, coordinated transfer to a different part of
a dialogue, nor the associated type abstraction, so that type checking protocols with
exceptions, such as Examples 1/2 in §2, would be difficult.

The central focus of the present work is to have basic high-level typed abstrac-
tions for clear and flexible descriptions of conversation structures. Exceptions are asyn-
chronously raised by multiple communicating peers, for which the session compatibility
can guarantee type-safety in the presence of arbitrarily nested exceptions. These key as-
pects, backed up by safety and liveness properties relying on linearity of session-based
communications, have not been investigated in the existing studies.

Further Results. For the sake of simplicity, we have restricted programs so that in
∗c(λ)[P,Q] and c(λ)[κ̃, P,Q], the handler Q does not contain another try-catch at the
same λ (try-catch is only used at run-time). An extension of our formalism allowing
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try-catch to occur in the handlers of (service) and (request) would allow a process to
“try” again after an exception has been thrown (cascading exceptions). For this purpose,
try-catch types should be extended such that in α{[β]} the type α is always plain while
β can be either plain or a try-catch type. Additionally, as it is now possible to have any
number of nested wraps (when an exception is thrown several times), the number n in
κ :nρ α becomes arbitrary natural numbers, generalising their composition with queue
types (n wraps). With essentially the same operational semantics, this generalised cal-
culus satisfies the subject reduction and liveness properties. Further generalisation to
existing session types is possible, including multiparty sessions [12] for flexible multi-
cast exception propagation.

Further Topics. The key idea of the presented operational semantics is the use of
exception levels in queues and their interplay with wrapped processes. In implemen-
tation, the queue level can be recorded in a header of each message which its receiver
can check efficiently. The wrapping level can be part of a process state, recording its
exception depth. Various optimisations are possible, for example dispensing with most
coordination protocols when the handler type is trivial, obtaining essentially the same
level of efficiency as local exception. In the near future, we plan to incorporate this
exception mechanism to our on-going implementation of Java with session types [13].

For simplicity, we omit session delegations: we formulated this extension by storing
frozen processes in queues. The type soundness holds by extending the typing rules with
those in [10]. However a construction of the invocation graphs which can guarantee
forest structures for the liveness property is left open.

Our liveness property, which involves the termination protocols, is similar to the
property found in e.g. [7]. Apart from presence of exceptions, the aims and approaches
of the two works are quite different: in the present work, the liveness is used for ensur-
ing consistency of the proposed exception mechanisms, and the proof method is more
operational, being applicable to any session-based calculus which has the service chan-
nel principle without delegation, without changing its typing system. On the other hand,
in [7], an effect-based typing system is used for progress with delegation. It is an in-
teresting further topic to incorporate our typing system with [7] for obtaining liveness
with both exceptions and delegations.

A significant future topic is the treatment of multiple kinds of exception types in the
present framework. Following [20], we may assume ordering on exception types (such
as the exception class hierarchy as found in Java) for coordinating exceptions among
multiple peers. Using a similar technique developed in our termination protocol, we
can exploit the tree-structure of an invocation graph for efficient resolution of excep-
tion types to handle the subtle interplay between multiple exception types and nested
exceptions for a more refined exception propagation.

With interactional exceptions, many practical scenarios can be accurately described
through session primitives, and type-checked by our type theory. The syntax and type
structures developed in this paper are being considered for use in a Web Services lan-
guage (WS-CDL [6, 19]) and a language of message schemes for financial communica-
tions (ISO 20022 UNIFI [14]), throughout our collaborations with industry partners.
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